Connection A T5N/PV UL-A grounded system wiring 3PS ES Kit
Connection B T5N/PV UL-B ungrounded system wiring 2PS+1PS ES Kit

| Connection A T5N/PV UL-A grounded system wiring 3PS FCCu-FCCuAl Kit |
| Connection B T5N/PV UL-B ungrounded system wiring 2PS+1PS FCCu-FCCuAl Kit |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| T5N/PV-UL A     | 2               | 2               | 2               |
| T5N/PV-UL B     | 2               | 3               | 1               |
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Power and productivity for a better world™
ABB
Busbar Jumper ES Kit T5N/PV UL-A for connection A
grounded system wiring 3PS, lower supply

Busbar Jumper ES Kit T5N/PV UL-B for connection B
ungrounded system wiring 2PS+1PS, lower supply

Le uniche configurazioni utilizzabili sono quelle riportate in questo documento.
The configurations here represented are the only ones available.
If the device is equipped with motor operator, MOE, openings with current shall be performed using SOR or UVR.